Chiller at Flicks
Tuo former Academy Award
winners. Bette Davis and
Olivia de HariIland, e lane
their talents with Joseph Cotten and Agnes Moorehead In
tonight’s Friday Flicks chiller.
"Hush, Hush, Sweet Charlotte." The film will be shown
at 6:30 and 9:30 in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
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Race Film Conflict
Evades Solution

Trustees Vote Down
Collective Bargaining
By an overwhelming 14-2 vote,
the California State College Board
of Trustees turned down an American Federation of Teachers
(AFT) request for collective bargaining at its Pomona meeting
yesterday.
The AFT previously had threatened to strike unless a statewide
election were conducted to determine faculty opinion about collective bargaining.
Dr. John Sperling, president of
the College Council of the AFT,
said before yesterday’s meeting,

Viet Poll to LBJ
Student Council Wednesday
decided to send the results of
the recent campus Vietnam
poll to President Johnson.
Council voted 9-5-2 in fever
of Including the actual results
of the poll for all categories
on the poll form.

"This decision of the trustees will
determine the future action of the

Ombudsman J. Benton White lost his first round as a mediator of SJS discrimination problems.
A two-hour closed session between White and the Student
Initiative I SI), a Mexican -American campus group, failed to
satisfy the minority group that a film produced on SJS (race
bias) does not discrintinate against Mexican -Americans.
The film consists of interviews
with 11 SJS Negroes and four SJS
Mexican -Americans. SI charges
that it is unrepresentative since
only two per cent of San Jose’s
population is Negro while 20 per
cent is Mexican-American.
The representatives of SI trickled out of the meeting with disgusted expressions on their faces.
Ombudsman White saidthe meetCollege President Robert D.
ing only revealed that a lack of
communication exists between the Clark has declared next Thursday
Mexican-Americans and the fac- a "Day of Concern" for the faculty members who made the film. ulty, students and administration
"A solution is not possible when
both parties are totally rigid. We of SJS.
Dr. Clark, Rev. Benton White,
are looking for a point of flexibility and have not found it," he recently appointed ombudsman;
said.
and four faculty representatives
SI threatened to walk out of the will conduct a morning-long semv
at one point according to
inar, Thursday, on the recent criWhite,
Representing SI were: Norma sis over racial discrimination.
Harry Edwards, anthropologyFierro, SI vice-president; Elina
Hernandez, coordinator to the sociology instructor and leader of
statewide Mexican -American Stu- the United Black Students for Acdent Confederation (MASC); Dan tion, will speak at the seminar.
Hernandez, representative to
The meeting will begin in MorMASC and Arman do Valdez, ris Dailey Auditorium at 9:30 am.
MASC coordinator.
with opening remarks from Dr.
Dr. William Winter, director of Clark.
counselling, and Dr. Bruce OgilThe special seminar will close
vie, professor of psychology, rep- at 12:30 p.m. with an open forum
resented the faculty members who discussion involving all participroduced the film.
pants.
Ombudsman White will lead a
panel discussion concerning progress made in meeting Negro students’ demands.
Rev. White will report on his
efforts to reduce racial discrimination in housing and among the fraternities and sororities.
President Clark called for the
Members of the American Liber- special meeting after consultation
with
the Executive Committee of
ation Front (ALF), who have applied for on-campus status, yes- the Academic Council,
terday began collecting money at
a table on Seventh Street which
they say will be given to the political representatives of the Viet
Cong, the National Liberation
Front (NLF).
Student government needs interThe ALF’s constitution has
called for the overthrow of the ested, capable people to fill nine
governments of the United States, student - faculty committee jobs
the State of California, the City and 22 ASB committee positions.
of San Jose and the ASB of San Interviews are today and Monday
in the College Union, from 2:30
Jose State College.
About $15 was collected yester- until 5 p.m.
day, the first day of the drive, acApplications are available in the
cording to Bruce Jones, who College Union and due two hours
manned the ALF table.
before interview time. Students
Jones, citing laws prohibiting sign up for their own interview
trading with an enemy, would not times.
say how the money will be transStudent -faculty spots open are
ported to the NLF.
with Athletics Advisory, Civil DeHe did say that the ALF would fense and Disaster, Honors and
ask the Yugoslav Consulate to de- Honors Program, Library, Student
liver the money, but added he Financial, Aids and Housing.
didn’t know whether they would.
ASB committee jobs open are
Consulate officials denied knowl- on the Student Activities Board,
edge of the plan.
College Union Board of Governors,
The ALF’s application for on - Personnel Selection Committee,
campus status has been referred Budget Committee and Improveto legal counsel at the office of ment of Instruction Committee, A
the chancellor of the state college Public Relations Officer is also
system, according to Mrs. Karen neecie/t.
Dorey, an attorney in the office.
She said she would research the
case and send her decision to student government leaflets here on
campus.

Chancellor Glenn S. Durnke’s
proposed state college budget was
approved by the trustees. The
only change was $86,000 knocked
out of proposed expansion for
joint doctorate program, according to Jim Coles, public affairs
associate of the Board of Trustees.
During the afternoon session,
President Robert D. Clark addressed trustees and summarized
a lengthy report on recent racial
discrimination charges at SJS.
Trustee Edward 0. Lee of Oakland told the trustees in the discussion of faculty bargaining
UnammouslyAdopts rights that instructors should have
the right to decide whether they
favor collective bargaining.
In his argument for collective
bargaining, Lee said, "Collective
By CHARLES BETZ
bargaining by a skilled, strong
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
union can bring about changes in
SJS fraternities unanimously the allocation of resources devoted
ratified anti -discrimination propos- to education."
Pho‘o bi Me H,E,an
als at Wednesday night’s InterHe added that professors today
fraternity Council (IFC) meeting. have four choices if they are disThe ratification of the proba- satisfied with salaries and worktion guidelines marked one of the ing conditions:
first incidences of local automomy
ship is a rarity, as is its allowance by our soInstructors may seek a job elseTWO FRIENDS, a warm day, a field of
from alumni and IFC nationals in where, accept a standard of living
ciety. Cheers to the fellow who let this animal
grass . .. Who would have the heart to disfraternity history.
below other professional workers,
enjoy the noon-day sun and nestle in his
turb this lovely couple/ In this era of social
The proposed draft containing work at a second job, or particiarms. How many would give of themselves
and academic change, there are many social
five guidelines was presented to pate in collective bargaining.
to a friend, like these two pals?
boudaries still not broken. Uninhibited friendPresident Robert D. Clark yester"Collective bargaining has meant
day for review and approval.
undeniable gains for teachers," Lee
"To promote mutual understand- said,
He proposed an election coning among minority group students, the -San- Jose State College ducted by "an impartial agency"
community and the fraternity sys- which would handle all questions
tem; the IFC and the AIFC (local of voting eligibility, time, place
alumni) have established the fol- and form of the election.
An AFT-sponsored rally on the
lowing guidelines to protect the
rights of every student at SJSC:," Pomona campus was held at noon
states the preamble of the five. yesterday.
"The rally formally announced
point program.
13, and basing the number of rep- executive secretary, as Lee’s plan
By CHARLES PANKHATZ
The first recommendation, es- the kick-off of the collective barresentatives by the proportional calls for.
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
gaining
drive
to
gain
faculty
tablishes a Public Relations ComThe vice-president would no
Vic Lee, ASB president, spelled size of the class.
rights,"
Bud
Hutchinson,
execumittee, advised by the ombudsman,
Chairman of council could be longer be the chairman of council.
out his constitutional revision proJ. Benton White, to carry out "a tive secretary of the College Coun- gram to Student Council Wednes- removed by a majority vote of the Instead, the chair would be filled
total membership of student coun- by a member chosen by the counday.
Program structured to encourage cil of the AFT, said,
minority group students to particil.
The platform now goes into a ciL
cipate in fraternity rush."
The executive committee now
The scope of all this proposed
special committee of two council
Secondly, a Human Relations
studying
the
matter
will
also
conrevision is large enough that "the
members for special consideration
Committee to develop understandsider whether it should drop the program proposed took over a year
and amendment if necessary.
ing among fraternities, minorities,
A four-pronged set of reasons office of attorney general and to draw up," said Lee.
and the college community was
for the change are spelled out in
proposed.
the 10 page report:
The third recommendation, an
1. To streamline the structure
Dr. Albert David Wesel, 54, a of the government and the lanAd Hoc Review Board, composed
of IFC Judiciary members will re- professor of mathematics here for guage of the constitution,
view "any charges of discrimina- the past three years, died Monday
2. To ameliorate the presently
tion as outlined by Dr. Dussers In a Palo Alto Hospital following cumbersome and inequitable system of representation.
letter to the IFC dated Oct. 3, a lengthy illness.
He was a resident of the county
3. To clarify those portions of
1967."
Any proven case of discrimina- for 20 years, and lived at 23520 the constitution particularly in
PLEASANTON, (AP)
Pa- of demonstrations at
the Oakland
the areas of recall and initiative
tion against a fraternity which Crestview Dr., San Jose.
He received his A.B. and Mas- which have proved acutely inade- cifist folk singer Joan Baez was Army-Induction Center, Almost
violates the proposed penalty
released from Santa Rita jail this 100 friends and relatives were on
Manse, the fourth guideline, will ter’s degree from the University quate.
4. To establish, in fact as well morning after serving ten days hand to greet the people who were
face probation, suspension or ex- of Pittsburgh, and earned his Ph.D.
as in theory, a government com- for taking part in anti -draft dem- given 10-day sentences without
pulsion from the IFC and adminis- from Stanford in 1955.
option of fines. Many brought
In 1959 Dr. Wesel served as p1 ised of three separate branches onstrations in Oakland.
tration censure.
"It was worth it," Miss Baez flowers. Some offered cookies and
The last provision requests that professor and chairman of the di- by delineating more clearly the nasaid.
"I
probably
will
do
it
again."
tea as the anti-draft campaigners
the administration establish a vision of natural sciences at the ture and composition of each
Released with Miss Baez, 26, piled off two buses in the jail’s
"Dean of Men equivalent" to pro- University of San Diego. His branch.
The plan specifically calls for were her mother, also named parking lot shortly before 9 am,
vide adequate communication and career included a position with
counselling between administra- Lockheed as a senior staff scien- eliminating eight positions on Joan, and her younger sister, on a cool and foggy morning.
council, reducing 21 positions to Mimi Farina, and Ira Sandperl,
tion and the fraternity system.
Miss Baez said she was treated
tist.
the singer’s advisor.
well in jail. She said she had garThe prisoners were met by Dr. den duty.
Albert Baez, the singer’s father,
"It was one of the best things
and her older sister, Mrs. Pauline I have done in my life," she said
Marden.
of her arrest and jail sentence.
role as teacher, but the whole
All live in Carmel Valley, Cal.,
By GINA TRAFX:ER
Before leaving, she turned from
about
140
miles
south
of
San
church
community
should
be
inSpartan Daily Staff Writer
newsmen and photographers and
Francisco.
volved,
not
just
the
clergy.
"Lay
Students are more articulate,
sang to prisoners back of the
Miss Baez was among 125 ar- fence.
people must speak out," he
serious, and sensitive than they
first
day
of
a
week
rested
on
the
stressed.
ever
been,
have
says the Catholic
"Come hark and see us again,
Father Largente believes youth
chaplain at SJS.
Joanie," the prisoners shouted.
must be heard and should enter
One result of this new attitude
"We love you."
into discussions. He thinks there
Is that students now don’t need
should be student representation
a "club," Father Laurent Largente
BERKELEY, Calif. I AP)
on at least the state level of govof the Newman Center said, in a
Mario Sevin was released from jail
ernment.
Spartan Daily interview. "This
"If youths are given their sense Wednesday after serving 120 days
suggests a clique, a Mickey Mouse
of freedom, they will feel the sense of a 200-day jail term stemming
California Federation of Young
Another resolution ealled for the
stimeture with officers," he said.
re’ responsibility that goes along from his leadership of the free Democrats unanamously adopted a revision of present marijuana
The "old" Newman null that,
with it," he said.
laws. "Present laws have to he
existed on campus is evolving into
speech movement on the Univer- resolution supporting President
Some of the student activists
ohangrvi.- said Tim McGrath,
the Newman Community. "The old
Robert
Clark’s
administrative
polcampus
of
California
Berkeley
sity
lack direction, according to the
president of the S.IS Young Demstructure is dead," declared the
FATHER LAURENT LARGENTE (’ampus priest, Ile feels they could in 1964.
icy and condemning outside inter- nerats. "Marijuana is not a habitchaplain. "I’ve put the board on
Priest use the directional
Campus
.
.
.
help of those
Municipal Court Judge Floyd ference from Sacramento at their forming narcotic and the laws
top of the coffin and am putting
"over 30" but all they get right Talbot suspended a $366 fine and Santa Monica convention last against users are too harsh."
In the nails.
little
about
today.
They
hear
now is criticism. The adults need the remaining 80 days in jail. He weekend.
The California YD’s convention
"The kids today are more reMary Boland, one of the three also drafted a resolution supportsaid Silvio was a model prisoner.
ligious," Father Largente noted. changes but don’t realize the tre- humility, he believes.
is
going
that
upheaval
mendous
S.IS
delegates
Father
Largente
thinks that if
attending flu‘ con- ing the anti -war protests in Oak"However, they are disillusioned
"It appears Mario has rethe adults could say to the Mu - formed," said the judge in putting ference and member of the reso- land. McGrath interpreted this as
with the institution of the church. on,.,
lutions
dents,
"We
need
you,"
cent
committee.
98
per
have
little
the
wrote the reso- YD support for country-wide antithen there the 24-year-old Sevin on probation
I would say
Father hargente says that
lution.
war liens mst rat int is.
Cot a year,
or no underslantling of the church church is sun continuing in its could be some cooperation.

’Autonomous’ IFC

Anti-Bias Policy

DO NOT DISTURB!

Constitutional Revision

Lee Outlines Program

Professor Wasel
Dies Following
Long Illness

Joan Baez Released
’It Was Worth It’

Chaplain Hails Student Sincerity

Savio Released

* * *
College President
Names Seminar
’Day of Concern’

ALF Seeks Funds
At Campus Booth
To Aid Viet Cong

YD’s Support Clark’s Policy

ASB Committees
Interview Today

Coronation Ball
Slated Saturday

Homecoming Coronation Ball,
Saturday at 9 p.m. in the Civic
Auditorium, will lead off a week
of homecoming activities.
Highlight of the ball will he the
coronation of Homecoming Queen.
She will he selected on the basis
of voting held Wednesday and
yesterday.
The five queen finalists are
Dorothy Blake, Sherry Sordello,
Valerie Dickerson, Joan Carlson
and Jane Lundgren.
The hall is semiformal and admittance will he by student body
card. Only one card per couple
is necessary.
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Greeks Staged
Their Tragedy
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"7’hose matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
Fditor

KEN BRYANT

KEN HECKER

Advertising Mgr.

Staff Editorial

The Forgotten Ones
X Berkeles -Indent slot i. a member of l’hi Ileta kappa and a former
rulbright -cholar
%%Ito teach,- al ’,tan ford and iiiIil a lifts degree froto liar Nall! ...
Th. 3 1-yeisruld prisiltiver-director
.
.
II I l’.1tit’1-1o- .1111. C0111111 I
7:l-s4ar-old lady who writes Is...Land us Isis rereit eil a Brotherhood \ %%aril
in 190.i .
it) San
the.e person. may hase
NII
i,
diare at
’terse background-. liii
!bey are
least one thing .1I
the prop!, arre-led iii
just a few
last week.- anli-war 1141411411.tration.
at the Oakland Induction Center.
But the. arid a number of oilier
rea professionals reprominent his
leased yesterday from the %lamella
I.:mints fail. are the forgotten tine- in
President
the Lillie
foreign poli,s and the war in N
For
are the short -haired. sselldressed prote.tors %s lit). in the public’s
eye. are completely user shadoss ell by
the rumple/I-shirt. lid re f ito t. beadtsearing demon-trator.
For the !misfit. has a passion fot the
"Instead of getting aroused by III..
loopil
er 30 get aroused
Hit fell
Is y the "lulu astivil.
-They aren’t bothered ity lite poor
but by the hippies
at Iltintcr.:
on Ilaight ‘ilreet.- A ar on I’merty
rectur "argent Simi% er recently told a
grist’’, Of ntlidellt, at the I niersity of
(:)tlifornias Berkeley campus.
If these non -stereotype protestors.
indeed. ’rase been lost in the public’s
neurotic search for the things that
olati human comention. then Shri%er’s !mint not only is salid. but is also
a sail commentary on the times.
Is. in the public’s attempt to sty rem pi people. they lone (kindest
thehisel% es and its the
retreated
du.
intl. a .%iirld ser differsist fr
real
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AMERI
HURRACAH 1114,

Frightened t 1i a t demonstrations
mean a drastic change in the status
(pus. thiy find securit) by telling themssI c- that the protestors are merely
-.11i(.-s radii als out there. ’Ili, real shocker for the Establishment will not come us i ill a change in
the status sinus. howeer but with the
realization that massy
I jobs
well -dressed psr-ons with g
and families are "out there." too.

ThruNt and Parry

ikddress to ALF; ’Older’ View on Peace
1. thmuses the /11,14’
A.L.F. and others who have a pathoneed to cling to emotionally imbued
ideals I not ideas) and a need to hate someone
or something:
I will try not to follow the usual line of
criticizing your policies. As with any humanly
conceived policy, your policies are defective
in some respects. My opposition will be on a
personal and emotional basis.
Fitst, I find your self-righteous behavior
appalling. The eventual results of such behavior, if not futility, can only be the destruction of any rational decision-making
process.
Secondly, you would have People believe
that you do not fall heir to humanity’s one
common characteristic: ermr. Your folly is as
great as the folly of those who scream for
escalation.
Lastly, and obviously, I am also in error.
This letter was motivated by the same emotions that motivate you. It would be hypoeritical of me not to admit it. Like yourselves,
I am also exercising my right to free speech.
You will notice, however, a significant difference between you and myself. I live my
philosophy in my daily contact with other
people. I do not shove my philosophy clown
other people’s throats by disrupting their lawful activities. Surely, your tactics are those
a wan isa, us-horn you obstensibly abhor.
(ii-rr Ii.. Johnson, A4596
so the

‘WantingPeace,Gettingft
Tiro Different Thinus’
Editor:
In response to your Tuesday staff editorial,
may I point out that peace rrmains a goal
Ion most of us in the "over 30 Establishment?"
The "over 30" group can feel proud that it
has passed 0 to the next generation its own
unfulfilled dream to seek a world of peace.
However, we have found that wanting peace
and getting it are two very different things.
Tilo "saes 30" group vety much wanted
peace but did nit solve the question of how
get it when a madman was systematically
nvirrietinv six million
civilians while infiltrating his 11.2.i n
,i!!iiwed by goose-stepping
,.r neighboring nations.
:ierrnex into
-)5 I"
n 41. an, "nN9T.0
UNANIMOUS
ACCLAIM!

Winner Best
oft-Broaiiway
Play -1961

"(3()NINIII"ITIE
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tirsetsa re,
A U
90

i

./111

dicouni. Minors Welcome Mail 6499 ,,eeerned.
it,. 51
.,,s 2s
BniCIIItcf,f)aldAnfl
S.9.1 fi don ufteA111104,11; Agent up.
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hires
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l’er Couple

". . . and that one burned his presidential draft card!"

- -F.M.

m.,rueL
ghtfu’
witty! The moss
iiert, clever and
Sunny material
committee has yet

The

performed!"
Eichelbaum/
Ixaminer
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30" generation found the making of choices
with their long range consequences somewhat
more complex than a simple yes or nu vote
tor peace.
Peace is hardly a controversial issue. The
vast majority of people sincerely want peace.
In the perspective of the history which they
have lived or studied, people will differ about
the most promising routes to the goal of
peace and justice.
We know you want peace, and we’re glad
of it. Yes, we decry hippies. We think peace
is too impoitant to be represented by unkempt advocates.
Peace deserves serious and responsible
friends, informed advocates who are prepared
by their study of history and current affairs
to avoid unnecessarily repeating old errors.
May we in the "over 30" genetation welcome

you to labor on this unfinished task and pray
that with your help we will now succeed in
achieving the goal of peace?
Robert Si. Mitchell,
Secondary Edueution Dept.
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Spate is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or AS8 number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

It1.711.
Last Stuttla)% fraternit open hotoe .1101
the sororits facsimile two w4.0,. ago Sieti
the first "promoted" attempts at racial
integration of the Greek institution. on
the SJS campus.
lloweser. the open house. an effort eon
velvet! by the 11i1111.1111,IN111011 to app’s this’ angered ltuiItsuriu . and
Alp hiss .1 IA
llllll hut’ the
probati llll
apparentl produced nothing ..t% e increasel
doubt and skepticism of racial intention,even integration.
This pretleter lll i l led failure. which whet
prtsented to the I:reeks illseptettsher ss
labeled "a show," haul no purpose out-idi
satisfying the prosisions of probation.
The. Gnpks. is hi) neter Ibue made ;tel.s.
efforts for integration /tor fostered
tam segrega
the proponent
of this provis
guilts of voerred in -its
cerity and untimely reasoning. Vet as thi
"open house" drama inmed tomard ii
prensiere, the acutrs continued their pan
lonnime. Outside, the loathe- gi..n eon)
plimentary tickets. ignored open
publicity. despite earlier citizen tlithmi.4-4.
What WIIS the purpose of the opu
Illlll se? After the 1. suited BlItek Sitidtqat
for Action haul fought so hard to gait
awareness, could they reeognize sir accept
even slightl. a token open house show a
victory?
Can the college community accept on
"promoted" actisity to erase a history
racial injustice? Pres ably, by Nos. 1,
all recognized fraternities and sororititA
will dots the laurels of racial equalits.
NN ill these LIM-I., mheilter papets is
pr se., sat i-1), the /trot isions of racia
proha
and establish the opport
of racial integration. or will the Sparta.
stage present another Greek tragedy?

Words of the Wise
If you would know the value of money, g
out try to borrow some: for, he that goes
borrowing goes a sorrowing.
’Tis hard for an empty bag to stand ut
right.
Creflitors have better memories tha
Brilja issins Frankit
debtors.

Guest Room

Vietnam and U.S. Have Common Enemy
Ths Vietnaine.e are a proud people.
the
"We are not against Americans f
t of being anti-Communist.- a
siewi
g militant Buddhist lay Itader told
a sisitor some time ago. "But we are
against them from the viewpoint of their
interference in our internal affairs."
Then he 4olulf41: "For a tl sand years
has s’ fought to preserve our independ
ilgaillst the (11111614e, against
PUN’
Nlongols. against the French. Can me accept American domination now? Can we
turn ourselses into Filipinos? If things
conti lllll likt this. it would be better to be
ler N iet tong dominatitm, because at
least we would be under the uhsuutuinatii,ns
of our own countrymen. I don’t sas this
is thf situation MOW ; bust if we are pushed
Vie Ss ill
to the 551111. that id Iii.’ deli
ilite lo
TIO- Soling man was already embittered
against the I oiled States because of his
conviction that Americans bad cooperreginse last year in sup:tied with the
pressing Iiiiddhi.l den lllll stralimis in 1)a

TGIF1967 I

Today Oct. 27,
3 P.M. 7 P.M.

We’ve added something new

Large Pitcher Beer 75‘

Magoo’s Hideaway
123 S. 4th

Nang and Hue. But there are reports now
its both the American ainl Brill -It press
that N if-Diann-se nationalist sensili% ities hetititl those of the Buddhist actisists are
being wounded increasingly by United
States pre.n,1111. 011 the government ill Saigon 10 folloW pOlititS N 114’11, in American
1-51... are the right ones. One British Stirshad a headline reading:
Is
-Mr. Bunker’s colony rebels.- I Mr. Bunker, of course, is American Ambassador
in Saigon. I
Yet for all the nationalist sensitivities,
the South Vietisansese Government tandem of General Thieu and Nlarshal Ky
are almost totally dependent upon American effort for their survival. Who can
cast! then at Ambassador Bunker’s inters4Iitions against corruption, nepotism and
the other weaknesses that still sap and
there is for a
gnaw at any found:se
healthier N nriety in South N imnam?
If hitherto pro-Anterican N’ietnainese-particularly those of the military or political establishment- now add their voices
to those criticizing Ambassador Bunker,

let it not 1)4. forgottfm that some or
interest in blocking III
may Ita%i a
reforms that are so ntefled. ’the basi
weakness ill South ietstans all along Is,
been the sirtual lank of esidence that dmin power are coneerned in building
healthier soeiety in which the majority
Vietnamese would hale a stake and HI
4)141 few.
Mill the s)
Mihitaiut Buddhist
k mkt, 1’,
Qualig once said: "The V irtilaIlle,e ats
the Americans are like a couple who 11
not love each other anymore, hut wit
cannot obtain a divorce because thsy has
mon fight against th
a childtheir s
Communists. So they continue to hiss’ us it
each other, but without love."
If the analogy is apt. the chils1 is sti
sery much there. It still has to he proper’
brought up. Surely corruption, tiepil is!
and this’ other ills identified with di
favored few in South Vietnans ha se 11
place in a deeent upbringing. AIIII mar
seen to he properly brought up, might Mu
the child effect a reconciliation?
- Christian Science Ilonitt

ASTOR’S COIN -OP
AUTO WASH

NEWMAN
CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
Thurs.
Mon., Tues.,
Fri. 11:40 P.M.
Sunday Mass 5 P.M.

Daily Mass

Staff

4 P.M.

if’s so easy and fun!

2 LOCATIONS
732 S. 1st St.
IMRE Virginia & Margaret,
804 Lincoln Ave.
1 At Smoot)

Father D. Fosselman
Sister M. Antoinette
Mr. Sheldon Tracy

’
’ ,5144.4S1,0,WietrVioWAV,eVieViVioIrt,ii..!"’

5 Min. Wash 25c
4 Min. Wax 50c
Elapsed Time indicator
Eliminates Guesswork

Father L. Largente

79 S. Fifth St.

’4*

295.1771

TRY US FOR YOUR
COMPACT, BOAT OR
HONDA

SP ItTAN: D %1TX-51

Friday, Oei.,licr 27 1067
PEACE LOVERS!

College School Sponsors
Air Pollution Conference

You owe it to your cause to display
the Pece Flag in your window! Do
it "Owl Only $2.00. Dove and word
PEACE in white on blue background.
13"1112" size. Add 25c for handling

ly

SHIRTS S .31
DRESSES $1.25
Special cleaning price with this ad
Sewing Also
College Cleaners
293-6501
484 E. San Carlos

ITif Myr iii the college cafeteria,
Air poillitIon Ii Caliliwwit nih
be discussed at an all -day public followed by two movies, "Polluconference sponsored by the School tion Measurements in an Unpolof Natural Science and Mathe- I
luted Area," and "Cleaner Air: A sZ.
matics, Monday in Morris Dailey
Progress Report," a speech and us
Auditorium.
Beginning with registration at round table discussion will con 9 a.m., the conference will feature elude the agenda.
prominent speakers from industiy,1 The conference will be open Is
education and science.
the public free of chat ce.
Book and instrument exhibits
will be shown in the new &ital...
Building and the Library Buildin,
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
--------

charge. Jayce Co., Dept. SJPF-5,
P.O. Bo, 4151, Woodside, Calif.
94062.

Mod Jr. Dresses
$3.99 to $11.99
NONE HIGHER
LITTLE LOST BOUTIQUE
520 S. 10th Street
9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Create Your Own Crazy Combos
OPEN

at i

in,

11

ir
3 1 11111

SMART STUDENTS SAVE
UP TO 550
ON CAR INSURANCE
25% discount for students
with 3.0 average during the
SPRING SEMESTER.
10% discount for driver’s trainleg.
10%
discount for compact
ears.
10% discount for two cars.
For more information call
65 WP.AHUaLmilStoCn.OLA.,,p
C
ball
*
be. 266-5908 Office: 378-4123*
Omit*
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Carved
WEDDING

RINGS

the choice of more brides
and grooms than any other
since 1850
are truly made
for each other in rnatched
pains. Our new ArtCarved collection includes an unusual
variety of exquisite ring designs, from bold sculptures to
soft textures.
ASANDPIPER SET, His $4100 Hers $39.50
O ROMANTICA SET, His $45.00 Hers $39.50

Hudson’s
Jewelers
56 South First
295-0567

Bahmas
Floirer Shop
MEMORIAL CHAPEL
... leaky roof and locked doors

TUESDAY
through

Flowers,

SUNDAY

Corsages,

Leaky Roof

7 am.- I 0:30 p.m.

and
Bouquets

Heavens Threaten Chapel Users
By GINA TRAEGER
request at the Student Activities
r.parlitti Daily Start Writer
Office.
The Chapel reopened last fall
The roof leaks and the door is
locked. These two problems are after extensive redecorating and
bugging the Memorial Chapel
Committee.
The Chapel is threatened with
soggy carpeting if the first rains
come before the installation of a
new roof. The present roof is 29
years old and sprouting holes, according to Byron Bollinger, assistant superintendent of buildings
and grounds.
Student Council voted Wednesday to spend $1,597 to repair the.
roof of the Chapel.
Another problem worrying Dean
Cornelia Tomes, Memorial Chapel
Committee chairman, is that some
students are not aware the Chapel
is open from 7 a.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Also, among those who know the
Chapel is open, some have been
plagued by locked doors.
In the past, the doors have
sometimes been kept locked by
mistake, but that situation has
been noted and should not happen
again. Some students will not venture inside the Chapel simply because the doors are not open. Possible damage from the weather
makes it necessary to keep doors
closed, said Dean Tomes.
The policy iegarding use of the
Chapel was set last week at a
Chapel Committee meeting.
Studies were based on a survey of
hours most often requested by student groups for Chapel use.
It was decided that any group
on campus may reserve the Chapel
anytime Monday through Thursday until 7:30 p.m. Certain groups
have reserved time slots on a
weekly basis,
Student groups may place their

When it comes to your snack appetite, you’re the expert and
we know it. We’ll whip up your malts, floats and sundaes in
all its deliciousness.

for special
occasions or

HOWARD’S
CRYSTAL CREAMERY

"just because."

refurnishing. It still needs outside
lighting, inside lighting for the
stained glass window and a bench
for the back of the Chapel.

10th & Santa Clara

292-0462

One Block from S.IS

7111 and Santa Clara

Because Gant believes:

a weapon ...

a shirt is...
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Sabre Striped Oxford

not a sheath ...

ft...

, _

,

i0c
fun!
cator
vork

NS

Multicolor Stripe Oxford
Button-Down
A great new expression in stripingstwo
varied color stripes on muted colored
grounds. Tailored with singular precision...
patently Gant. Trim Hugger body. Superior

Let’s no,1 parrya shirt is more than a sheath to wear a tie with. It’s a weapon to stimulate you. This is why Gant puts verve, spirit and color into this Sabre StriPed Oxford
button-down. Tailored with singular precision... patently Gant. Hugger body. In blue,
pumpkin or chamoisall with color-framed stripes. About $8 at discerning stores.

7.95
rare} /
e.

MANN HAUS
TRADITIONAL CLOTHIERS

>UR
OR

234-3352
Open Monday thru Friday until 9:30
419 Town & Country Village

l

If 1 1=2T IN./1

Sold at:

MANN HAUS

/

1=2

MOSHER’S LTD.
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New Organization To Include
’Left-Out’ Students on Campus
Women students at SJS are
now forming an organization for
a rapidly growing, but formerly
"left -out" group within the campus population.
The proposed "Women Over
21 Club.’ will hold a planning
session on Monday at 5:30 p.m.

Wrangler
JEANS

in 1-11. All women students over
21 are invited to attend.
Approximately 2,900 single
women at SJS fall within the
21-29 age group, according to a
statistical count completed by
Miss Berniece Ryan, assistant
housing director who will be

NOW!

Great new look! ’slim jeans
in sanforized, colorfast

STRETCHED CANVAS IN
KNOCKED-DOWN KIT FORM

759 cotton, 25% nylon
striped stretch denim.

SAVE 331/3%

In gold, white, light blue.,
tan, navy.
Sizes 7-18...

STRETCHED CANVAS
$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
53.00
$3.65
$4.00

SIZE
12116"
14"a18"
16,20"
18.24"
22.2824’430"

$7.95

KIT FORM
51.42
51.60
$1.75
S1.96
52.30
$2.51

YOU
SAVE
S .58
.65
.75
51.04
$1.35
51.49

’kits contain oversize amount of doubleprimed. 100% duck canvas suit.
atile for oil or acrylic painting. Stretched canvas also available in these
sizes 3.5, 4.6, 2.4, 8.10, 2.3, 603, 4.5, 9,12, 20.24. 24.36.

"WESTERN OUTFITTER FOR MEN AND WONIEN-

WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 W. Santa Clara St.
Downtown San Jose

41-6LE 1[3

DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE, 112 S. 2nd, 292-1447. Open Thom Nights
MOUNTAIN VIEW STORE. 165, Son Antonio Rd., Open Daily 8-6
VALLEY FAIR SHOPPING CENTER. Open 5 Nights

1.111. Develops Fiber Optic Oscilloscope
with 20 Picosecond Resolution
9,4

"Se

Underground
nuclear explosion
era
heralds new of
in recovery
natural resources

NEW!
electron-positron accelerator
being built at
Livermore Laboratory

WIN A SITAR

Courtesy of World Pacific Records

working with the new group.
The new club will he geared
to meeting the social needs of
women returning to college to
finish their education or continue beyond their bachelor’s degree after absence from school.
A "Women Over 29 Club" now
exists on campus, but concenttates more on the academic
needs of its members.
Miss Virginia Ellis, assistant
to the associate dean of student
activities, will be faculty adviier to the new group. Katy Watson, graduate student in recreation, is helping to implement
the program.
According to Miss Ellis, the
decision to form the group came
after several women within this
age group expressed to the Student Activities Office a need for
a common meeting place for women students of their age.
According to Miss Ryan. many
women now returning to college have been independent within campus life. She says they
participate in the academic life,
hut feel out of step in a social
world geared to the needs of
students recently out of high
school.
She pointed out that many women in the 21-29 age group are
in isolated little groups and lack
a place to meet with others of
their age, and that these women
have completely different interests from their younger classmates.
One of the objectives of the
new club, according to Miss Ellis, is to find a place where these
students can meet. At the meeting on Monday participants will
discuss their needs, which Miss
Ellis assumes will include academic counseling and course
changes in addition to social and
recreational activities.

’Angel’ To End Run
The Drama Department’N production of "Look Homeward Angel," Ketti Frings’ adaptation
of the novel by Thomas Wolfe.
will be performed for the last
time of the season tonight and
tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in the
College Theatre.

IMPORTED FROM INDIA
Just go to a participating record store and fill out an
entry blank ... that’s all! The contest begins October
16 and ends December 15. The winner will be notified
by phone or mail no later than Janual y 5, 1968.
Hear the world’s foremost sitar player, Ravi Shankar
on World Pacific Records featuring his new LP

Live At The Monterey Pop Festival
the ,ittipl
of India is
Ravi Shankar
now exclusively on
World Pacific
Records

,ii
4,

More outstanding Asian artisis
on World Pacific:
Kirnio Eto
Chatur Lal
Ali Akbar Khan Sharan Rani
Subbulakshmi
Remember, entry blanks are available at all participating record stores.

Ashish Kjan
Balachander

0-1R,CsiDI1\41"

not a
Dressing
subject
our
Haggar
slacks
never need
an iron

LRL -Livermore
build
discovers "mendelevium 258" Engineers
a graphite engine
The heaviest isotope
to operate
known to man!
at 2700F

continuously
for more than
270 hours

\I
These are a few of the
accomplishments of scientists
and engineers at Livermore.
These pioneers of research work
on the technology of tomorrow
In virtually all phases of nuclear
energy.
If the following information Is
of interest, contact your
placement office and arrange an
Interview with our representatives
when they visit your campus.
One of the
What are we?
largest scientific research
laboratories in the world with a
staff of over 5,600 scientists,
engineers and support personnel
engaged in virtually all phases of
nuclear energy research.
Livermore
Where are we? Our
facility is located in a pleasant
suburban area within easy driving
distance of the San Francisco
Bay Area.
What do we offer? A
tremendous variety of unusual
stimulating research problems; a
large number of outstanding
technical associates; a vast array
of equipment including some of
the most advanced computers In
OXIStenCe; hard work.

Wh31 kind of people are we
seeking?Scientists. Engineers,
Mathematicians at all degree
levels who have the ability and
desire to contribute to our
research effort.
Current openings at all degree
levels include:
Theoretical and Experimental
Physicists Hydrodynamics Nuclear physics Fission and
fusion reactions Astrophysics
Geophysics Solid state physics
transport theory
Electronics Engineers Systems
design and development
Instrumentation Computer
technology Field systems
engineering
Mechanical Engineers
Advanced machine design
Analytical and experimental
stress analysis Applied
mechanics Environmental
testing
For further information about
these and other openings arrange
to talk with our representatives
during their

M../ a. -liar x. la xa. a a
ix a t sx t. I. co X1L
Mit) 0 2. EILt, 0 X 30^
Co3E.I
6
UNIVERSITY of CALIFORNIA

or write:
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
University of California
P.O. Box 808 XX-78
Livermore, California 94550

CAMPUS INTERVIEW
An Equal Opportunity Employee
U.S. Citizenship Required.

They’re Forever Prestl The crisp, slim lines of these slacks are
locked
in for keeps. Great new blend of Acrilan acrylic, Avril‘ rayon R acetate.
Machine wash and dry. These good looking, extra slim drf ss slacks
come in grey, black, olive and brown, with colcrful striped belt.
$6,000 in prizes in Grodins football pool! Get
your FREE Pigskin Parlay card horn any
Grodins salesperson

G-IR..onirrs mt.

View
San Antonio
Center

Wednesday, November 1, 1967

open Monday thru Friday Nights

San Jose
Valley Fair

1%
11
11
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11
11

California Brass Set On the
For Game Tomorrow

Air

KSJSFNI, 90.7 Mts.

Itljt
pa I it ’tied
iii er the popular
Tijuana Brass, will play in pregame ceremonies at tomorrows
football game. They will begin
playing at 12:311 p.p. and continue until the marching band
take; the field.
The group was organized in
September. 1966, to duplicate
the sound of the Herb Alpert
group. The band’s repttrtoile includes most id the Tijuana
Brass’ famous hits plus numerous arrIngements written especially for the WO.
David Satre, SJS graduate
music major, is leader of the
group, and plays lead trumpet.
David Mirigian. senior music
major, also plays trumpet. I airy.
Sweet, senior music major, plays
trombone and assorted Latin
rhythm instrument,.
Till. I.

III

at

’Diu city thm section is vain prised of Eddie Abner, senior
engineering major, on guitar;
Stan Khoeler, graduate business
student, on bass; and Dennis
Osaki, senior business major, on
di urns.

ILL 5. .1 1

The band has been asked to
tour the Far East for the USO
next semester. They will travel
to Japan, Thailand, Vietnam.
Okinawa, Korea, and many other
count ries.

Pres. Robert D. Clark will
speak at the First Presbyterian
Church, Sunday. October 29, at
11 a.m. He will discuss "The
Inconvenient Gospel." Gus Lease,
professor of music at SJS will
direct the music. The church is
located at 48 N. Third St.

SPARTAN SPEC5:30 p.m.
TRUM: Campus News
SPORTSLINE:
5:55 p.m.
with Hal Ftamey
LOCKHEED DI6:30 p.m.
GEST --- Science News
GRAMO6:45-7:30 p.m.
PHONE SHOPPE - Classical Must,’
STANDARD
SCHOOL BROADCAST: The
world’s great music through
America’s history.
DAVID GEORGE

8-8:55 p.m
SHOW

9 p.m.

.r-it:A GMA

-..-x----
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JACK
lEaD TECHNICOLOR PANAVISION* FROM WARNER BROS.-SEVEN ARTS
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Northern California Benefit Premiere Wed.- Nov. 1st.
GEARY at Alguello
Phone SA? 44(10_1
:SAN FOANCISCO

$2.25
$1.35

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread
Salad, baked potato,
bread and butter

STEAK
HOUSE

TICKETS AVAIL ABLE

,96stetnaliclotz/ dZiert fee.)

LOCALLY AT SEARS.
GREYHOUND

STUDIO

ART FILM MOVIE GUIDE

ituaA EXCLUSIVE
NOW SHOWING
"A DELIBERATELY
1433 THE ALAMEDA

is a realist! ’He knows that God is
dead, that innocence is a fraud and
guilt a disease, happiness a myth
and despair a pose. And that vice
is no more interesting than virtue.’
Lorabelle:
is an idealist. She believes in
everything. In Providence, butterflies, romance’ and looks like the
dew on the wings of a wish.
Henry and Lorabelle meet in San Francisco. She sighs: ’You have lovely eyes.’
He snorts: ’I have granulated eyelids.’
Though they don’t know it, Henry and
Lorabelle have begun a dialogue that will
last a lifetime.

1066:

TOMORROW
OCT. 28

FREE
9 p.m.

can pe Civic iluditorium

"GEORGY GIRL"

JUAN SERRANO
*

RENOWN

STEAK $ 99
DINNER
’COMPLETE
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Pietro Germi’s
"THE RAILROAD MAN"

SARATOGA
14502 Big Me

8674026

NO! THE KING IS NOT DEAD:
HE’S JUST MOVED ...
5th HILARIOUS WEEK
ALAN BATES 6I
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JEAN-LUC GODARD’S
"THE MARRIED WOMAN"

ONE NIGHT ONLY

From 12:31) 1).11.

ELIZABETH
TAYLOR
MARLON
BRANDO

SATURDAY

OCTOBER 28th

SHOWS 8:30 p.m. & 11:00 p.m.

IN THE JOHN HUSTON’
RAY STARK PRODUCTION

REFLECTIONS
IN A
GOLDEN
EYE

TICKETS $2.50
IT

co.hif
’A FUNNY THING
HAPPENED ON THE
WAY TO THE FORUM"
wild

/AW
400 S. 111

SYLVA KOSCINAIVIRNA IASI/ ANNA MAGNAN / NINO MANFREDI
ALBERTO SORDI /JEAN SOREL/ CATHERINE SPAAK

CY. 3.1953
Iails

MEREDITH TOM ROSOUL INA MELA

vlionuctr
JOHN KOHTV

1111

EXCELLENT
2nd FEATURE:

HOMECOMING CORONATION BAIL

DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

91

k

DON’T
GO
NAKED!
GO SEMI-FORMAL

SPECIAL

BURBANK

MAKE A DATE WITH

FRUILIBISakgrailiWaRsga

WITH LOVE"

-

EXCLUSIVE
295-7238
ENGAGEMENT
b 5 2 S. B.ASCONI AVE.
WHAT IS MADE IN ITALY/ LOVE, THE SCENE, MISTAKES
. . . AND WILD MOVIES LIKE THIS!

ose
air

"TO SIR.

JIM*

plus

29130D1

A film that says something both funnyand
profound about one of life’s larger ironies.
U.S. cinema has seldom produced a picture as sophisticated in style as THE
CRAZY QUILT."

292-6778

SIDNEY POITIER

MINOR MASTERPIECE!

16

SCHEDULE
Wednesday 2 P.M.
Sat., Sun., Holi. 2 1 4:30 P.M.

_.)1tloyeq..104111114)iPA )0k

ANGELO’S

,*

Voluntai y Auxiliary of the Youth Guidance Center.

September,

ElrEIRYILD SLAT 11. PUKKA’ MIGii

Sun. thru Thurs. 7 & 9:30 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. Ens. 7:30 & 10 P.M.
NO RESERVED SEATS
Tickets Available at Box Office at Feature Time

396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
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CINEMA 150
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.... ELIZABETH

2rir. 11543
Moonlorr Shopping Corder

Free Parking at 38 S. 3rri Street

ALTERNATE DATES

Henry:

PHONE 293-7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE

so
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LOGE 0
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/III II:

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT

STUDENT RATE: $1.50; $2 FRI. 6 SAT. EVE.

FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak

NET

Professional Pharmacists
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner
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72 E. Santa Clara
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. . . on sabbatical

SIGN OFF

GAR AGE EUROPA

ENTERTAINMENT GUIDE

THE: MOST
BE
MUSIC A. L
LOY e," STORY
EVER!

4.44

JOHN DELEVORYAS

SPARTAN FOCUS

8:55 p.m.

SPECIALIZING IN THE REPAIR OF EUROPEAN -MADE CARS:
PORSCHE, MERCEDES AND VOLKSWAGEN.

John Delevoryas, a ssocia t (professor of music, is begInninv
his second year on sabbatical
as an exchange professor in
Germany.
Delevoryas is teaching at the
Mannheim School of Music, and
is also giving piano concerts.
Professor Thomas Ryan, who
died in 1966, was originally
scheduled for the sabbatical.
Delevoryas, who toured Greece
with his wife and children in
the summer of 1966, will return
tu Sun Jose next year. Helmut
Vogel, the professor of music
that came bete in the exchange
program, has rourtlyd to Germany.
Delevoryas has appeared with
the San Francisco Symphony
under the direction of Arthur
Fiedler, with the San Jose
Symphony orchestra, and In
chamber music recitals.

4:55 p.m. - SPARTAN NEWS LINE with Larry Galvin
DAVID GEORGE
5-6:45 p.m.
SHOW
5:13 p.m. - VOICES OF VISTA

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA PREMIERE WED _NOV I
Ticketsnow on Sale at
BOX OFFICE or by MAIL.

1

Prof in Germany

Today

7 :so yin.

’10 SPEAK

SPARTAN DA1tP-9

Friday, October 27. 19g7

LY45544

2nd WEEK
ADULTS
MAGALI NOEL

"FRUSTRATIONS"

4441

And
ELKE SOMMER

"SWEET ECSTACY"
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THE OLD TOWN THEATRE
50 UNIVERSITY AVE.
LOS GATOS

C

Friday netoher 27 19C7
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Gridders Eye Revenge
Over Spunky Tigers

Silva Service Presents
ACTION TIRE

Tradition and a hint of revenge ’backs in the Tiger’s Bob Lee and
will propel the Spartan grid team SJS’ Danny Holman. The two
tomorrow afternoon when it hurlers tangled in a passing duel
clashes with the University of Pa- last yeat that bordered on the
elfic Tigers in Spartan Staudium. unbelieverible.
1401man complete,i 21 of 32 for
The 44th meeting of the two grid
rivals will get underway at 1:30. 2M yards and two TD’s, but Lee
The tradition incentive is de- countered with 13 of 31 for 176
rived from the Phi Kappa Tau yards and four scores. The Spar’Victory Bell’, which UOP has tans were behind for most of the
safely in its clutches after last game, but Holman started rally
year’s 38-35 win,
after rally and the game ended
But coach Harry Anderson’s with SJS on UOP’s 13 yard line.
Spartan gridders’ real comet n is I Both hurlers are having fine seato reverse last year’s embar- sons this year and are the key to
rassing loss in a convincing man- the two offenses. UOP’s attack is
ner.
dominated by the passing game
The game will feature two of I but has been inconsistent except
Northern Califiirnia’s top quarter- for the 42-6 win over Idaho.
The Spartan offense was equally
dependent upon Holman’s arm last
OVER 21?
year and the first two games this
NEED $5?
season, but the savage running
that SJS displayed last week
DO THIS NOW!
against New Mexico indicates that
Anderson may finally have a balBLOOD IS NEEDED
anced attack.
Mon. thru Fri, 7 am. -3 p.m.
runners may never
294-6535
40 Bassett St. I again be as explosive as they were
San Jose
’last Saturday, but the speed and
ability are definitely available.
Speedsters Frankie Slaton, Walt
Shockley, Glenn Massengale, Willie Riley and Clarence Kelley are
all underclassmen and have shown

Silva brings you the Delta 140 Super Premium. This tire
ml s
nad in fire safety, appearance, reliability, and
milenr,,. T’le 140 Super Premium, under proper care,
c- I. ,t iz to F0,000 trouble -free miles. There’s never
c
qu;te like the Delta 140 Super Premium.
Silva also offers . . .
I

/.

Ube

Turic-1 p

ACO

Complete liralse

’irk

kligtmicnt

SILVA SERVICE

295-8968

3S ycdis at 4th and San Fernando

San Jose’s Big Bookstore
NOW TWICE AS BIG!
Come see our expansion!
MORE BOOKS
MORE CARDS
MORE EVERYTHING

BOOKS INC.
Town & Country Village
Open Evenings & Sunday

A &IN ROOT BEER

FROM EUROPE
CHARTER

SAN JOSE’S NEWEST DRIVE-IN

JET FLIGHTS
One Way

August 3, 1968
A limited number of spaces is available for students, staff. a,c1 faculty
cd’ r ^;.1 State Colleges.

$225 one way

For information:
*

Office

car service

FOR YOUR PLEASURE

of

International

Proqrams

California State Colleges, 1600
my Avenue,

San

Francisco,

California, 94132 (4151 469-1044

Featuring World Famous A & W Root Beer
and the Delicious Burger Family . . .

Frosh Battle
powerful Cal
In Grid Clash
SJS’s freshman football team
will attempt the improbable tomorrow morning in Berkeley when
they take on the powerful University of California frosh.
The Cubs are currently riding
the crest of an eight game winning streak that extends back to
1965. Coach Jim Cullom’s gridders’ last defeat came that year
at the hands of the Stanford frosts
28-15.
Cal opened this season with a
convincing 29-0 romp over a highly
rated UCLA freshman squad. The
Spartababes have played a pair of
games, losing the opener to Stanford 34-12 and winning handily
over the Fresno State freshman
33-0 last week.
To stop the Cubs the Spartababes must control the running of
halfback Bob Darby, an all -state
prep performer from Texas. Darby
tormented the UCLA defense,
rolling up 155 yards in 23 carries.
He scored two touchdowns.

SJS Price Lowered
For Apache Battle

Paris to San Francisco

Fare:

improvement in each contest.
Kelley leads with 200 yards
gained on 56 carries. Shockley has
135 net yards for a 3.2 average,
while Slaton has a whopping 9.8
average on 8 carries.
Anderson is pleased with the
progress of his running attacks
and the manner in which they
ripped New Mexico, but he still
sees room for improvement.
"We just happened to make the
right move at the right time
against New Mexico," Anderson
said, "Our players were eager and
this still caused too many mistakes, but overall our eagerness
to win paid off."

SJS students have a chance to
see professional football for 75
cents and an ASB card Sunday
afternoon at 2:30, when San Jose’s
Apaches meet the Orange County
Ramblers at San Jose City College
in a game that could decide the
Western Division CFL champion.
According to Apache mentor Bill
Walsh, a 1955 SJS graduate, "This
Sunday’s game marks our first
annual Family Day, and we want
to enable as many fans as possible to see this crucial game. We
hope several SJS students can join

CIGS

19’
10c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars

5c

2 Rolls Toilet Paper
1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2

r-

Ivory Soap

Alax

FINEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
AND WERE MODEST

Root Beer

containers

in take home

Crest large size

INVENTS INSTANT
GLOW POWER

Sc

NEW

Sc

FACE

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th &
& Kayos
10th & Taylor
13fh & Julian

REVLON

10c

GLEAMER
The first transparent blushing
stick, glistens your face with
color & gleam.

$3.00
Four shades
Blush
Tawny

Peach
Bare

TENTH
STREET
PHARMACY
Tenth & Santa Clara 294-9131

rc1,1

Busy Week

lnT

v October 27. 1467
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Poloists Seek Revenge Over Cal Booters vs. Cal
For Top Spot

A Spartan water polo team bent
on revenge entertains CC Berkeley tonight at 8 in Spartan pool.
Tonight’s fracas with California
is the second meeting of the season between the two schools. Two
weeks ago the Bears, ranked
fourth in the nation last year with
SJS, upset the Spartans in Berkeley, 8-6.
The Cal clash marks the beginning of a crucial and busy week
of water polo for coach Lee Wedton’s crew. After tonight’s battle
the Spartans travel to 1.T(7 Davis
tomorrow for a doubleheader with

the Aggies and Sacramento State.
Next weekend San Jose engages
Long Beach State and UCLA in
the Santa Clara International
Swim Stadium and CC Santa Barbara in Spartan pool.
The key to the success of the
week-long battle will lie with the
California game tonight.
Walton and his troops have been
looking forward to this rematch
with the Bears. The Spartans felt
they should have won the previous
game and plan to prove that point
tonight.
To prove the point, however,

CHRISTMAS JET
FLIGHTS

NEW YORK $149
(Pound

Trip Including Tax)

Open to San Jose State students, faculty, employees, and
their immediate families
DEPART DEC.
DEPART DEC.
Space is

(evening)
RETURN JAN. I (evening)
RETURN JAN. 2 ...ening)
16 (evening)
Non Stop-Super Jets

15

limitedSo
For

make

reservations

NOW!

Reservations

PHONE 392-8513
or write to
iMail this request today)
CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St. (Suite 801)
San Francisco, California 94103

SAN

JOSE

persons

Name...

Address

In the starting group for SJS
tonight will be Steve Hoberg, John
Schmitt, Tim Halley, Dennis Belli,
Jack Likins and brother Bob, and
Bruce Prefontaine.
"It will take another fine defensive effort by the entire team
to beat Cal." Walton expressed.
"We have to be up for this game."
"Our offense will have to be
very diversified in its attack," he
remarked.
Victory Over the Bears has eluded the Spartans in the last three
contestsCal won both games last
yearso the stage is set for a
hard-fought clash between the two
schools.

Intramurals

Phone

STAMP
OUT
HUNGER!
Tit

,our

Small

Arro

. .

Steak

$1.35

Round Steak $1.35
Steak Sandwich on
French Bread $1.25
Jumbo Burger on
French Bread .85

a

alt 1C

Each one.
complete meal
545 S. 2nd St.
Free
Parking

geaklious

Lnt

A pair of shutouts marked the
opening clay of play in the independent league touch football playoffs.
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2 advanced to the quarterfinals of the
all-college touch football championship by shutting out Da Fuzz
20-0, The Federales blasted the
Red Horde by the same score.
Monday’s schedule shows
2 meeting Me and Them. The
other Monday quarterfinal has the
Federales taking on Phi Mu Chi.
The winners of Monday’s games
will collide next Wednesday to determine the independent touch
football champion.
The independent champion will
tangle with the fraternity champion Monday, Nov. 6 for the all college championship. Tuesday’s
fraternity game between Theta
Chi and Alpha Tau Omega will
decide the fraternity championship.
Theta Chi will probably go into
the crucial contest with an unblemished mark. Alpha Tau
Omega’s perfect mark of 6-0 was
given a jolt when they were tied
by Delta Upsilon this week 0-0.

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
Morning Worship
8:30 & 11 a.m.
Evening Service
7 p.m.
Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pastor
Barry Keiser,
Minister to Collegians

College Dept. (Spartan Tri-C1
Morning Seminar
9:45 a.m.
Evening Forum
5:45 p.m.

ON CAMPUS
WORSHIP

die year,

of

:LIU.

will seen against Stanford tomorrow morning at 10 on the Indians

Ten. , car,.

icj

e

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

10

DISCIPLES OF CHRIST

Topic: "The Beginning is With You"
Phone 298.0204

Them. sersiee4 are under the United Catnims ChriAim
Nlinistry and a (united ministry of the Unit( ii Chord’ of
Christ (Congregational), the Disciples of Christ and she
Unittool Presbyterian Church for the San bee State College
Caetipus.

HOURS:

10th ond WILLIAM
p.m.

OPEN DAILY AT 4

DELIVERY-295-3805

.0Paikeseaga

Traditional Ivys

tational earlier in the year.
SJS will be led by Darold Dent,
who has won three out of four
races this year and has copped two
course’ records.
Running behind Dent will be
Pete Santos, Charlie August, Bernie Kraus, Mike Bailey, Dave
Sarni and Jim Atkins.
Atkins is a newcomer to the top
seven for the Spartans. A transfer student of Palomar, he finished
second in the state mile last year.
This is the first time he has had
a chance to prove himself since a
surfing injury this summer slowed
him up.
"This will be a good chance to
compare Dent with past San Jose
and northern California runners,"
Banks commented. Last year the
Spartans ran on the same fourmile course against Stanford.

. .. and stay very nicely in shape with
the "Pressed for Life" finish Harris is
for . . . Featured

famous

JUSTIFICATION

College Student Center
10th & San Fernando

FAITH

By

tapered slim -line with cuffs, belt:toops
and separate waistband.

$8.
Nt_SC Iss

OPEN MONDAY and THURSDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9

inweinvwsweroommorielowyeawannwoninsnownsnominwinumwre

SUNDAY:
9:15 a.m. Morning
Worship
5:30 p.m. Eucharist
(supper following)
THURSDAY:
4 p.m. Eucharist

"The world needs real
dialog as silence. The
who remain what they
saying that the world

dialog. Falsehood is just as mush Bo opposite of
only possible dialog is the kind between people
are and speak their minds. That is tantamount to
today needs Christians who remain Christians."

Albert Comm

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center

MERRIT BROWN
7:30

P.M.

October 27, 1967

6:43

137

N.

Fifth

INTR-VARSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Hear About Baha’i

TONIGHT
Baha’i Club Group Discussion at 8 p.m.
232 S. 10th St. =.--2 248-5081
All Welcome

the

Open daily
8 a.m.-I0 p.m.

THE NEW
WINESKIN

Guest speukrr

are

CHAPEL OF RECONCILIATION
300 S. 10th St.

PRESBYTERIAN

Campus Pastor: Don Emmel

DELIVERY

SUN. THRU TH1RS.-5 to 12
FRI. AND SAT. -4 to 2 a.m.

Spartans in the Sacramento Invi-

3rd and San Antonio

All Students Welcome
8 A.M. Midnight Daily

12" PIZZAS
$1.95
Chicken Dinners
$1.55
Spaghetti Dinners
99c

STAY STRONGLY IN STYLE

10 A.M. Seminar
6 P.M. Studnt Supper (50c)

th

DELIVER!

The Tribe will have an upset in
mind after finishing second to the

REZA MARJORY
Chapel (of flee’

1.1,13 Melssood Dr. S I

Mage 297.1703

PRESSED FOR LIFE

golf course.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29
9:45 a.m. Seminar "Dying To Be A Slave" (Romans 6)
4:45 p.m. Dinner 50c
5:45 p.m. Forum Evening of Music with Velma Moore &
The Brown Family.
9:00 per. Coffee Hour at 15879 Highland Dr.

-11:AN ’FORA:4

vicursion fares non,spplicable during Christmas. Open to state
college students. faculty, employees, & their immediate fernilisis.

HARRIS

the Spartans’ harriers

Speaker
tiers ’tee, : II

Dec. I6-Jan. 1
Youth &

Toughest Race Face
Spartan Harriers

SPIRTAII /c‘ TRI-C

Meets at Tri.0 Bldg., 3rd & San Antonio

WORLD AIRWAYS 707 JET

Ii/wriburb-E.

CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GUIDE

We

Oakland New York City
Non Stop
Only $118 Round Trip

Spartan bootee’s face thea last Broncos but knows they realize
Prof.
important obstacle on the road to lehe importance of the Cal contest.
a perfect conference season tomor- I
"They veil! be ready," the Sparrow at 11 a.m, when they take on I tan mentor said, "but these big
the University of California Bears games are coming so fast and
in Berkeley.
furious thief it is hard to keep the
SJS is the top team in the West boys mentally ready all the time."
Coast Intercollegiate Soccer ConTop scorer for the Spartans
ference with a 3-0 league mark Mercy Camacho should be fully reand the Bears Inv second with a covered from his leg injury for the
reword of 2-0-1.
I game and Art Romswinekel will
If the Spartans win, they are hopefully not be hampered by his
virtually assured of finishing un- bruised rib.
defeated in conference play and
Cal will be led by left fullback
of a spot in the NCAA regionals. Fred Shamszad and right fullback
"I look for a tough, low-scorine Bora Ozkok on defense’ and inside
game." said head coach Julie Men- , right Tor Rasmussen and inside
endez, "Their best players are their left Frank Mulas on defense.
defenders."
Last year the Spartans topped
Cal has proved the worth of its the Bears 5-2, even though Cal
defense in its four games this sea- was the only team that didn’t lose
son. They have beaten Stanford to NCAA champs USF (tying
2-1, San Francisco State 2-0, Santa them 1-11.
The Spartan junior varsity
Clara 2-0, and tied Chico State 1-1,
The Spartans sport one of the squad plays a preliminary game
best defensive units in the confer- at 9:30 a.m. They will be without
ence, allowing just three goals in the services of high-scoring Mani
Hernandez, who twisted his ankle
six games.
Both teams are fresh off of Oct. 18. According to Menendez,
mild upsets. The Spartans had he will be back in action in about
their hands full beating Santa ten days.
Claret 2-1 Wednesday, and the
Bears wese tied 1-1 by Chico Saturday.
Menendez felt that the Spartans
were overconfident against the
- - STORE FOR MEN
Downtown San Jos
Since 1925

Billed as the toughest meet

FOOTBALL

Zip Code

1111
his
reit

San Jose’s credentials are nothing to take lightly, either.
The Spartans boast the lyst
starting seven in the history of
water polo under Walton, which
stretches seven years.
One of the "magnificent seven"
will be missing in the lineup to,Iight. however, and possibly for
-Ile remainder of the season. Greg
I NW, an All-American and the
tam’s leading scorer, is out due
to illness.

-:11111111111111111111111iii11111111111111111111=

Gentlemen: Make my reservation for

to
75
ay
e’s
ty
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he

Sparta will have to stop WI scoring Barry Weitzenberg.
The Bears top poloist tallied
five times in the earlier game. His
fourth goal of the afternoon geese’
Cal the lead for good.
Jon Shores and Pete Asch are
two other Californians who will
draw the close guarding of the
Spartans.

CHRISTMAS
CHARTER FLIGHT

Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street
Sunday Services at 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus

TO CELEBRATE THE 450th
ANNIVERSARY OF THE REFORMATION
Communion at

all three services

Worship
this
week
at
the
church
of
your
choice

Brass Choir and Combined Choirs
Procession with Crucifer, Acolytes, and
Torch -Bearers

31

a

;11
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U.S. Problems Up to Business
To Solve -Telephone Co. Chief
s .1 Ii \
By J01(
Spartan Daii, si..,It ss our
muut
Future Inel,
solve the tratuqeii.,1,,,I,.
tion and segregation problet:, ,
plague America today an I:
.
success will stand on their
to attract dedicated people Hti
business minagement. said Pewit...
Telephone ,1,1 Telegraph chief E.
Hornsby
’ "The
.hence"
Drive Cor N1
41 Morris bk.,: v.idituralin Wedne second in a
nesday night v.
series of Distinguished Businessman Seminars sprinsio- 1 s the
SJS School of Busines-

The main source of people
for business is the college campus, he told the audience of approximately 500. More than 100
IS graduates now work for
I ’T&T in northern California
he said.
7N:o matter how sophisticated
1,,chnology may become, it is
oi,t creative, not imaginative, and
not even responsible. It is simply
a tool. And tools don’t work well
unless they are held in skilled
hands and directed by creative
brains."
"More than ever we challenge
ow campuses to produce people
know what excellence is--

LINEUP FOR
SPARTAN FOOTSATURDAYS
ONO (

who have talent, and, more important, are dedicated to using
them."
"Changing products, changing
markets and fundamental changes
in the kind of work people do"
will drastically change the role of
the future business manager. To
cope, the manager should keep
some fundamental principles in
mind, Wasson said.
Business exists to serve society
by making a profit. "Profit fuels
the fires of productivity, of effificiency, of creativity, and of initiative ... It is our way of life."
Although America leads the
world in economic activity, Wasson said, its lead is not as great
as it once was, The common market is lowering trade barriers and
expanding sales areas throughout
free Europe. Asia is also copying
modern U.S. innovations, he
stated.
"Our managers are going to
have to do a superlatively good Job,
if we are to avoid being out -paced
and out -raced in our drive to build
a better way of life."
The business manager must also
properly utilize the innovation. He
should not merely adapt to innovation when it arrives but speed
its arrival through research, Warson concluded.

Spartaguide

Re -live the exciting highlights of
the previous week’s game between
the Spartans and New Mexico. Featuring Don Hayward and Coach
Harry Anderson with special guests.

TODAY
Alpha Plii Omega, 6.30 and 9.30
p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Friday Flicks, "Hush, Hush, Sweet
Charlotte" starring Betty Davis.
Philosophy Club, 7:30 p.m., 1275
Dry Creek Rd.
Muslim Students Association, 12
noon, 1.1,7201. Prayer meeting,
Muslim Students Association,
7:30 p.m., ED210.
SUNDAY
Tel-C’, 9:45 a.m. and 5:45 p.m.,
Third and San Antonio Sts.
Wesley Foundation, 6 p.m., St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, Ninth
and San Salvador Sts.

ittma4tir

n,

SATURDAYS, PRECEDiNG ThE NCAA GAME OF THE WEEK
11111G452WEIGICIWGEPIGIMERSIEMNINP:
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SALE!

Bell System
interviewing
on Campus
November
9&1O

of
TRADITIONAL TROUSERS

50% OFF!
Vauglm’s complete stock of traditional dress
slacks reduced to 34 price. Choose from new fall
arrivals in all wool worsted, flannels, hopsacks
and other fine weaves.

Limited
Time
Only

$14.95

NOW

$ 7.46

$16.95

NOW

$ 8.46

$19.95

NOW

$ 9.96

$22.95

NOW

$11.46

$24.95

NOW

$12.46

$27.50

NOW

$13.75

$29.50

NOW

$14.75

$32.50

NOW

$16.25

ON ALL MERCHANDise
35% DISCOUN T

llati

RANK CREDIT
CARDS WELCOME

REPRESENTING:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY AND
OPERATING COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES

AT SATHER GATE
UNIVERSITY MEN’S SHOPS

Equal Opportunity Employers

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

Spartan Daily Classifieds
15

GIRLS - NEW DRESS SHOP
Arles 18-25. F,. I or part time.
Apply at Little Lost Butique, 520 S.
10th St.
YOGA
PRACTICE AND CLASSES on Philosophy HELP WANTED: MALE
ONLY. Week& Psychology of MEDITATION. Call 8 ends
at Frontier Village. Write for ap.
ann. to 10 p.m. daily 286.5487.
plication & enclose self.addressed en.
CIRCLE K INTERNATIONAL, A Klu,an vel-lao. 4885 Monterey Road, San Jose.
is sor-^t. ,Fti
t -ow accent
ing n,
’’ .
HEd,
sOUSING IS)
CHARTER FLIGHT TO NY Xmas c.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

GIRL ROOMMATE WANTED. $50/mo.
trorn campus, heated pool,
vacat;on. Pros. Mage
1703. 1445
n-luded. Call 292-9174.
Melwood Dr., S. J. W, . for summer
charter program to EL. ’oe.
MATURE MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
1 bdrm. apt. 1 block from
DO YOU KNOW YOUR CAMPUS? TO
carer .5. Inquire after 6 p.m. 466 S. 7th.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share 2 bdrm. apt. with 3 others. 508
SPARTAN SPELL -OUT!
S. 11th St. #I8. 297-5760.

MONDAY
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., 104 South
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
13th.
Tan Beta in. 7:30 P.m.. CafeMGA. RED, ENGINE list overriorina. A and B. Smoker and elec. ’59
hauled. New top. $600. Call 867.1115
after 5 p.m.
Alpha Phl Omega, 7:30 p.m., CARAVELLE, ’59, CONVERTIBLE. $380,
EN217 Pledges EN250.
good condition, 4 speed. Call Pee after
5 porn. at 293 9877.
’64 CHEVY IMPALA convertible. PS,
AT, excellent condition, $1395, calf Jim
295.7400.
’60 VW. RUNNING but needs some
work, $500 or offer. Cell Jackie at 2973674.
’63 VALIANT. EX. ,s -d comp. Fist.
R&H. 4.cloor, 6 cyl scl. trans. $750.
1.4 pro. 296 9130: 7.9 p.m. 338.3983.
’61 FALCON. TUDOR, stick shift. Only
5225. See at 37 S. 8th *3 or call
287.02!9 aftr 7 p.m.
’67 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE. Like
new. !Hi 7,,les. $1,000. Call 377-5964.
PORSCHE ’53 GOOD shape. $685. Call
John g 744950,7 - 248 0483.

i OR 2 MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
no share 2 bcirn. apt. witn 1 other stu.
dent. 536 S. 8th St. #I. Call 298.3642.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
share furnished apt. 1/2 block from SJS
on 8th St. $40/mo. Call 292.2075.
CLOSE COMMUTE. 10 acres. Black Rd.
& Skyline. Fabulous view. 7 miles to Los
Gatos.’ $25.000, $6,000 down. Terms.
Call agent 438-0400. Evenings 377-4357.
32 ACRES, PAVED COUNTY ROAD,
Trees, Big Spring utilities, unbelievable
view of Santa Clara Valley. $50 000.
Good financing. Call agent, 438-0400.
Eveeinqs, 377-4357.
MEN: SINGLE ROOM. 1/2 bath, close
to SJS, quiet. 406 S. 11th St.
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
to share 2 bedroom apartment with 2
others. 351 S. 11th St. *9 or call
287.6753.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
WITH

STEWART-WARNER
MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

Stewart-Warner M:crocircuits, Inc., in Sunnyvale, California
has excellent posit;ons for enthusiastic, aggressive graduates
who would like to join the exciting field of microelectronics
with good p7ospecfs of advancement in a fast growing corn pa fly.
Positions Available in Following Areas:

e

Management Trainee

Mechanical Design

Process Control

Marketing

Product Development

Chemistry

Electronic Design

Process Development

Desired Background:
EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.
INTERVIEWS:
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1967
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make an appoin+ment today at the Placement Center for an
interview with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find out how
you can enter the fasrinating field of integrated circuits.

reJ)

’62 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN. 9.000 miles
on reb, t eni,ne t,
& tire’.. $795.
Call 293.3145 dt.
"X? IS85.
’59 "THAMES" ENGLISH F-oci van. Re
cent valve rb. Ha, bed & radio. Will
,-- anywhere. $300. 2155 Lanai Ave.
22 or call 251.8006 or 374.0907
’59 AUSTIN HEALY 100. Beautiful yellow with black leather interior. Must
sell. $750. 269.3447.
’69 VOLKSWAGEN. New tires, battery,
good trans c t-1,.on car. Only $395. Call
378.1762, , ,.. --iessage
’59 PORSCHE. GOOD condition, needs
’. body .
After 5:30 p.m.
1,1 245.674.
’66 SEARS SPORTCYCLE. 250 CC, 4.
speed, 2,00 n ,.. $350 or best offer.
Also leath.& helmet, $70. Call
298.3050, r,
-. Falk.
’63 HONDA DREAM. 250 CC $250.
na
, )86-5654.
FOR SALE Ill
DAVENPORT PLUS 1 ’,vino room chairs
5100. Good cony
Call 253.9170,
STEREO SYSTEM: DYNA 70. $65. Dyna
FM), $60. Acoustech IV, $145. 2 J8L
0131 & encl., $175. Dual 1009, base
dust cover, shunt M55E, $85. 742 S.
11th St.
Pb KHOLERT SAXOPHONE. Refinished
,
$210. Call Greg
797 359.
2 STEREO SPEAKERS. Sacrifice both for
ir
I . old, for finest system, by
,,Inut. Call 298.5366.
FINDER -CONCERT" AMP. Good eon.
- Must sell now - best offer
B’llre at 287-0878.
RADIAL DRILL PRESS $37.50. Jointer.
plainer $29.95. Wood lathe $15. Radial
arnr sew $129. All new tools. 292-0409
or 241.1943.
pw

HELP

WANTED

141

RINKI.T1NK PIANO & banjo players
needed to play one poht stand at
r II Ii
Jonah’s Wail coffee
Nail, 294 8741,

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
,’arc 1,:ute
4 ,:thets. $40/mo. Call
294.8352.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
share furnished apt. $47.50/rno. 57 S.
15th St. *2 297.4434 after 6 p.m.
FOR RENT: I BORM. FURNISHED apt.
Male or female 633 S. 8th St. Call
286-4260.
LOST AND FOUNu ’61
LOST 1 PAIR BROWN tortoise shell
prescription glasses. Call 968-9045
collect.
PERSONALS (7)
CUSTOM MADE CONTEMPORARY
wedding rings. Original jewelry in cart
gold & silver. Geo. Larimore 354-1278/
354.8200.
SERVICES (81
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers,
etc. Phone 258.4335.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers. etc. Cell 264-8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Call
243-6313, 9 a.m. to 8 a.m.
FAST, RELIABLE TYPING. 25c per page,
Sr per carbon. Call Judy, 366-0915,
aIter 5 p.m. Redwood City.
EXQUISITE. REASONABLE TYPING
done by Miss Carey - call 293-4700.
Close to SJS. Ditto, mimeo slightly
higher per page.
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc.
Experienced and all work guaranteed.
Reasonable. Phone 294.3772.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251.2598.
ATTENTION PEOPLE: 1RREGARDLESS
of age, sex or ethnic background. you
ca., learn is PLAY ROCK -BLUES &
JAZZ DRUMS. No equipment needed to
start. Call Ray 292-44450.
IRANSPORTAT1ON 191

d
YOUR COlit,15ELOR 1-1A5 APV15E2 ME TO EXCUSE YOU
FROm ALL HOMEWORK FOR A FEW DAYS.

NEED RIDE DESPERATELY from Fre.
front. Newark ores. 0Th 8.30 class. Will
pay. Call Sue 797.8646.
CHARTER FLIGHT TO NY, Xrnas Dec.,
16 to Jan. 1st. $148 round trip. Youth
& excursion non applicable over vacation. Professor Mage 297.1703. 1445
Melwood Drive. SI Write for summer
charter program to Europe.
NEED GROOVY HIP traveling partner
to go with roe on long camping and
trip in VW Es. 298.2105.

CLASSIFIED RATES

To buy, sell, rent or
announce anything,
lust fill out and clip
this handy order
blank.

Minimum
Three lines
One day
-3 lines

Send to: Spartan Daily
CLASSIFIEDS
1206, San lose State
College, San lose
Calif. 95114.

Add this
aer:Atiinatdfd01i.

One day

-TO
4 lines -2.00
5 lines 2.56
6 lines- 3.00
50

Three days

Five days

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

bona! line
Print your ad hers:
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
for Each Line)
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds possible on canceled ads

CHECK A
CLASSIFICATION
ID Announcements (I)
0 Automotive (2)
O For sale (3)
O Help Wanted (4)
O Housing (S)
O lost and Found (6)
O Personals (7)
O Services (8)
O Transportation (9)

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Tuesday & Thursday
II a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

Address

handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily

Enclosed Is $

Classifieds.

Send in
Rase
(Please

Print)

day..
Pow

-

Start ad on
Plane allow 2 days attar huh* for ad to spew.

10,5.1

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

S

